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BRAND NEW, Most of Me: Surviving My Medical Meltdown,
Robyn Michele Levy, With irreverent and at times mordant
humor, Most of Me chronicles Robyn Michele Levy's early,
mysterious symptoms (a dragging left foot, a crash into
"downward dead dog" position on the yoga mat), the
devastating Parkinson's diagnosis, her subsequent discovery of
two lumps in her breast (Little Lump and Big Blob), her
mastectomy and her life since then dealing with her diverse
disease portfolio. She is accompanied on her journey by a
fantastic cast of characters, including her Cry Lady (who
always makes appearances at inopportune times) and perky
Dolores the Prosthesis, as well as a convoy of health
professionals, family members, friends, and neighbors. Both
heartbreaking and hilarious, Most of Me offers a unique
glimpse into a creative mind, an ailing body, and the
restorative power of humor and fantasy.
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Very beneficial to all category of folks. We have study and that i am sure that i will planning to go through yet again
again in the future. Its been printed in an extremely straightforward way in fact it is just soon a er i finished reading
this pdf where actually changed me, alter the way i really believe.
-- Em m ett Ma nn-- Em m ett Ma nn

Comprehensive information! Its this sort of great go through. It really is rally interesting throgh studying time. I am just
quickly can get a satisfaction of looking at a created pdf.
-- Alexa ndr a  Weissna t-- Alexa ndr a  Weissna t
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